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ABSTRACT: Cation segregation on perovskite oxide surfaces
aﬀects vastly the oxygen reduction activity and stability of solid
oxide fuel cell (SOFC) cathodes. A uniﬁed theory that explains
the physical origins of this phenomenon is therefore needed
for designing cathode materials with optimal surface chemistry.
We quantitatively assessed the elastic and electrostatic
interactions of the dopant with the surrounding lattice as the
key driving forces for segregation on model perovskite compounds, LnMnO3 (host cation Ln = La, Sm). Our approach combines
surface chemical analysis with X-ray photoelectron and Auger electron spectroscopy on model dense thin ﬁlms and
computational analysis with density functional theory (DFT) calculations and analytical models. Elastic energy diﬀerences were
systematically induced in the system by varying the radius of the selected dopants (Ca, Sr, Ba) with respect to the host cations
(La, Sm) while retaining the same charge state. Electrostatic energy diﬀerences were introduced by varying the distribution of
charged oxygen and cation vacancies in our models. Varying the oxygen chemical potential in our experiments induced changes
in both the elastic energy and electrostatic interactions. Our results quantitatively demonstrate that the mechanism of dopant
segregation on perovskite oxides includes both the elastic and electrostatic energy contributions. A smaller size mismatch
between the host and dopant cations and a chemically expanded lattice were found to reduce the segregation level of the dopant
and to enable more stable cathode surfaces. Ca-doped LaMnO3 was found to have the most stable surface composition with the
least cation segregation among the compositions surveyed. The diﬀusion kinetics of the larger dopants, Ba and Sr, was found to
be slower and can kinetically trap the segregation at reduced temperatures despite the larger elastic energy driving force. Lastly,
scanning probe image contrast showed that the surface chemical heterogeneities made of dopant oxides upon segregation were
electronically insulating. The consistency between the results obtained from experiments, DFT calculations, and analytical theory
in this work provides a predictive capability to tailor the cathode surface compositions for high-performance SOFCs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cation segregation at the surface and the interfaces of
transition-metal oxides impacts the reactions that are often
critical to the overall device performance in a range of device
applications, including solid oxide fuel cells,1−9 oxygen
permeation membranes,10,11 batteries,12−15 and magnetic,16−19
catalytic,20,21 and ferroelectric22,23 materials. In particular,
cation segregation on perovskite oxide surfaces impacts
tremendously the reactivity and stability of solid oxide fuel
cell (SOFC) cathodes.1,3,4,6−8,24,25 The slow rate of oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR), which is generally agreed to be
limited by the surface exchange reactions on mixed ionic
electronic conducting cathodes,26,27 imposes the main barrier
for implementation of high-performance SOFCs at intermediate temperatures (500−700 °C).28,29 To attain highly reactive
and stable cathode surfaces for fast ORR kinetics, it is
important to tailor the catalytic activity of transition-metal
oxide cathode with a thorough knowledge of the surface
composition and structure at the atomic level. The surface of
the SOFC cathodes, typically made from perovskite-related
oxides, is not static, and the structure and chemistry are driven
dynamically by the surrounding environments at elevated
© 2013 American Chemical Society

temperatures, in oxygen partial pressure, and under electrochemical potentials. The complexity of these surfaces and the
harsh environments that they function in have prohibited thus
far the development of clear fundamental principles that relate
their surface state to the ORR kinetics. This is important not
only for the reactivity but also for the durability of the
electrodes.
Cation segregation at the surface of perovskite oxides has
been a commonly observed phenomenon that has direct
relations to cathode reactivity and stability in ORR.5,30−33 An
example is the Sr enrichment at the surface of La1−xSrxMnO3
(LSM) and La1−xSrxCoO3 (LSC) that are widely studied
cathodes. Upon dopant segregation, the surface can exist in
diﬀerent chemical phases, including the perovskite-termination
structure with the Sr replacing La on the A-site at the
surface30,31 and phase separation in the form of Ruddlesden−
Popper (RP) phases32 or dopant-oxides (e.g., SrO).1,5,34 At the
surface of LSM, the concentration of Sr dopant was shown to
increase with decreasing oxygen pressure31 and increasing
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temperature (>500 °C).33 On another well-studied perovskite,
SrTiO3 (STO), the surface was drastically altered by formation
of Sr-rich RP phases in oxidizing conditions and Ti-rich phases
in reducing conditions.35 Furthermore, such surface segregates
of secondary phases can form a spatially heterogeneous surface
chemistry and structure, as found on LSC1 in our previous
work and on STO.36 Each surface structure formed upon cation
segregation is associated with diﬀerent ORR reactivity. A
uniﬁed theory that explains the physical origins of dopant
segregation on perovskite-related oxides is therefore needed for
designing cathode materials with optimal surface chemistry for
fast and stable ORR kinetics.
Thermodynamic and kinetic conditions that drive surface
segregation and transitions between possible surface phases/
structures on perovskite oxides have not been well explored and
explained. The diﬀerent surface free energies (surface bond
breaking) and the diﬀerent atomic sizes (lattice strain) of the
elements cause surface segregation to reduce the free energy of
the system.19,37−41 Especially, on metal oxides of ionic nature,
the existence of a space-charge layer near the surface also
provides a strong chemical potential to drive segregation.42−46
Therefore, it is reasonable to say that the key driving forces to
segregation originate from the elastic and electrostatic
interactions of the dopant with the surrounding lattice in a
perovskite oxide. The speciﬁc mechanisms that manifest these
interactions are related to the size mismatch between the
dopant and host cations and the associated elastic energy
minimization by pushing the larger or smaller dopant to free
surfaces or interfaces18,19,38,47 and to the charged defect
interactions, such as a strong association of dopant cations
with oxygen vacancies, which can drive the dopants to
positively charged interfaces where oxygen vacancies are in
abundance44 as well as with polar surfaces. We provide this
description of the contributors to dopant segregation in analogy
to the vacancy-dopant association energy in bulk oxides.
Vacancy-dopant association generally contains two terms: the
elastic interactions arising from the size mismatch of dopants
with host cations and the Coulombic term which reﬂects the
electrostatic attraction between the constituents.48
Recently, Harrison has hypothesized that the surface
charging on the (La,Sr)MnO3 is the origin of the segregation
of Sr at the surface of LSM.49 On the (100) surface of
LaxSr1‑xMnO3, AO planes with a uniform distribution of Sr and
La cations take a charge of +e(1 − x) per A-site. Terminating
such a set of charged planes leaves an eﬀective surface charge of
± e(1 − x)/2 per A-site. Harrison’s work constructed an
electrostatic model of the interaction of Sr with the charged
surfaces on LSM. With this model, it was shown that the large
energy associated with a charged surface could be minimized by
depleting the La and increasing the Sr concentration at and
near the surface of LSM. This result would seem to give
compelling evidence that the surface charging is a source of the
segregation of the dopant at the surface of LSM. On the other
hand, only this electrostatic contribution alone cannot provide
an accurate quantitative prediction of the large extents of
segregation on such materials as acknowledged in the same
work49 and as also shown in our results later in this paper. Past
work on titanates have suggested the importance of both the
elastic and electrostatic interactions in determining cation
segregation on the surface.50 However, the analysis remained at
a phenomenological level, and the electrostatic interaction was
considered to be based on only the eﬀects of surface adsorbates.
An alternative model that can be discussed is the kinetic

demixing phenomenon when the material is subjected to an
oxygen chemical potential gradient across. 51 However,
signiﬁcant cation segregation is found on many perovskite
surfaces even without the presence of a gradient of oxygen
chemical potential, therefore, we believe this model cannot
explain the intrinsic drivers to cation segregation.
In this paper, we quantitatively assessed the electrostatic and
elastic energy minimization as two main driving forces of
dopant segregation at the surface of manganite-based perovskite oxides, LnMnO3. The host cation Ln = La was used in our
experiments, and Ln = La and Sm were used in our
computational work as the model material systems. We probed
the surface chemistry and structure with X-ray photoelectron
(XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) on model dense
thin ﬁlms. The eﬀects of the elastic energy on the cation
segregation were investigated by varying the size mismatch
between the dopant (Ca, Sr, Ba) and host cation in the
perovskite thin ﬁlms. The eﬀects of the electrostatic energy on
the cation rearrangements were investigated with control of the
oxygen chemical potential during the annealing of thin ﬁlms
and with control of the distribution of charged defects in our
models. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations and
analytical models were used to elucidate the underlying physics
of cation segregation, including the kinetic eﬀects, and to
quantitatively decouple the contribution of the elastic and
electrostatic energy to segregation. We show, using imagecontrast between atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), that the surface
chemical heterogeneities upon dopant segregation were
electronically insulating, and thus, they are expected to hinder
the ORR kinetics. Our results demonstrate that the mechanism
of dopant segregation on perovskite oxides includes important
contributions from both the elastic and the electrostatic
energya smaller size mismatch between the dopant and
host cations, a chemically expanded lattice, and reduction of the
surface positive charge can reduce the segregation level of the
A-site dopant and enable more stable cathode surfaces.

2. APPROACH
We hypothesized that the elastic and electrostatic interactions
are the key driving forces of cation segregation on perovskite
oxide surfaces. To quantitatively assess these two contributions,
we experimentally determined the chemical composition and
structures of dopant-enriched surfaces of the LaMnO3 ﬁlms
upon annealing at elevated temperatures in varying oxygen
pressures. We interpreted our experimental results quantitatively and predictively using DFT calculations and analytical
models. The parameters that aﬀect the magnitude of the two
driving forces were varied in our experiments and computational models; in particular, the dopant size, the lattice
parameter, and the distribution of charged vacancies.
We note that our DFT calculations focused on the dopant
segregation within the perovskite-terminated surface lattice by
simply replacing the host cation with the dopant, while our
experiments showed ultimately heterogeneous phase separation
at the surface. Enrichment of the dopant on the A-site sublattice
at the surface would lead to a larger concentration of the
dopant at the surface compared to the bulk nominal level. If the
concentration of the segregated dopants increases beyond the
solubility limit at the perovskite surface at elevated temperatures, phase-separated particles, such as SrO/Sr(OH)2, or
layered RP phases can form.1,32 The calculated total segregation
energy on the perovskite lattice is a quantitative measure of the
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segregation behavior. PLD was performed with a KrF excimer
laser at a wavelength of 248 nm and laser beam energy of 550
mJ/pulse at 10 Hz, at 815 °C with an oxygen pressure of 10
mTorr and with the target-to-substrate distance of 6 cm. After
deposition, the sample was cooled at 10 °C/min to room
temperature in an oxygen pressure of 10 Torr.30
2.1.2. Thin Film Characterization. A Veeco/Digital Instrument Nanoscope IV was used to perform tapping mode AFM
for characterizing the surface morphology.
A Physical Electronics Model 700 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) was used to identify the surface cation content,
with the ability to detect lateral heterogeneities in cation
compositions with high spatial resolution at the nm-scale.
Incident electrons of 25 keV and 10 nA were used for both
SEM imaging and the Auger electron excitation. The Ba MNN,
Sr LMM, La MNN, and Mn LMM Auger emissions were
measured for quantifying the surface cation composition using
peak-to-peak intensities of the tight scans. The sampling depths
of these AES electrons are ∼4.0 nm for Ba MNN, ∼8.5 nm for
Sr LMM, ∼4.0 nm for La MNN, and ∼4.0 nm for Mn LMM.54
Angle-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AR-XPS)
was used to identify the cation chemistries with near-surface
depth resolution on thin ﬁlms. The Omicron EA 125
hemispherical analyzer and Omicron DAR 400 Mg/Al dual
anode nonmonochromated X-ray source were used with Mg
Kα X-ray (1253.6 eV) operated at 300 W. CasaXPS 2.3.15
software was used for spectral analysis and compositional
quantiﬁcation. While most samples were examined in their asannealed conditions, the as-deposited samples were examined
after removing carbon contamination from their surfaces prior
to the analysis. This was done by heating the samples in an
oxygen pressure of 5 × 10−5 mbar at 500 °C for 1.5 h in the
UHV chamber.1 Spectra were acquired with emission angles
from 0° to 80° as deﬁned relative to the surface normal. For the
excitation energy of 1253.6 eV, the sampling depths of these
photoelectrons at normal emission are ∼6.5 nm for Sr 3d, Ba
4d, and La 4d, ∼5.5 nm for Ca 2p, and ∼4.0 nm for Mn 2p.54
At the emission angle of 80°, the sampling depth of each
element are ∼20% of those at the emission angle of 0°, making
the measurements signiﬁcantly more surface sensitive.
Although the high surface sensitivity obtained by AR-XPS
provides a unique beneﬁt to explore the extreme surface
properties, it also results in incomplete information about the
actual amount of segregated dopants when there are signiﬁcant
chemical and structural heterogeneities at the surface upon
segregation. As we present in the Results and Discussion,
dopant segregation after annealing resulted in the formation of
particles that were clustered at the surface with 20−400 nm in
width and 2−40 nm in height. Because the segregate particles
were much higher than the penetration depth of the AR-XPS
analysis, an apparent decrease of dopant cation content was
found from the AR-XPS quantiﬁcation upon annealing, while
the spatially resolved AES showed a clear and signiﬁcant
enrichment of dopant cations (Ba and Sr in particular) at the
surface. To compensate for this geometry-related artifact and to
more accurately obtain the amount (extent) of dopant
enrichment upon annealing, we combined the calculated the
cation composition from AR-XPS and the geometric
information from AFM. The procedure is described in
Supporting Information. All cation spectra acquired with two
emission angles were used to calculate the relative cation
intensity ratios after two sequential normalization procedures.
First, cation intensity ratios obtained from two emission angles

increase in the concentration of dopant cations on the
perovskite surface. This quantity at the same time indicates
the extent of the new phase formation because the secondary
phases will form only following the increase in dopant cation
concentration beyond the solubility limit at the surface.
Therefore, our computational approach here is applicable in
assessing the “tendency” to restructure or phase-separate
because of dopant segregation at the surface, even if the
possible secondary phases are not explicitly captured in our
models. The following subsections describe the method details
in our approach.
2.1. Experimental Methods. 2.1.1. Thin Film Fabrication.
In the experimental part of our investigation, epitaxial dense
thin ﬁlms of La0.8D0.2MnO3 (D = Ca, Sr, Ba) with the same
crystallographic orientation were used as a model system. The
use of such thin ﬁlm model systems enabled us to eliminate the
eﬀects of a complex microstructure on the segregation process
and to focus on the key parameters that we controlled for
varying the extent of elastic and electrostatic energy as the
drivers to segregation. Three sets of dense thin ﬁlms were
fabricated with the three diﬀerent dopants, La0.8Ca0.2MnO3
(LCM), La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM), and La0.8Ba0.2MnO3 (LBM).
We chose Ca, Sr, and Ba as the dopants because they have the
same formal charge of +2 but diﬀerent ionic radii, as shown in
the Table 1. By varying only the size of the dopant cations but
not their charge, we systematically induced the elastic energy
diﬀerences in the system while maintaining the same
electrostatic interactions of the dopant. The largest size
mismatch between the dopant and host cations on the A-site
was in the LBM ﬁlm, followed by LSM and LCM. In our
computational work, we further extended the results to doped
SmMnO3, where a larger mismatch between the host and these
dopants prevailed compared to the LaMnO3 system.
Table 1. Size Mismatch, Denoted as (Rdopant − Rhost)/Rhost
(%), between the Dopant and Host Cations in LaMnO3 and
SmMnO3a
dopant cation
host cation
3+

La
Sm3+
a

Ca

2+

−1.5
+8.1

Sr2+

Ba2+

+5.9
+16.1

+18.4
+29.8

Shannon’s ionic radii52 are used as the cation radii, R.

Constituent powders were prepared by a modiﬁed Pechini or
polymer precursor synthesis method.53 High purity La(NO3)3·6H2O (99.9% purity), Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (99.98%
purity), Sr(NO3)2 (99.97% purity), Ba(NO3)2 (99.999%
purity), and Mn(NO3)2·4H2O (99.98% purity) (all precursors
from Alfa Aesar) were dissolved at the stoichiometric ratio in
distilled water with citric acid. Ethylene glycol was then added,
and the solution was heated until self-combustion occurred.
The as-synthesized powders were subsequently calcined at
1100 °C for 6 h in air with ramping rate of 3 °C/min. The
powders were ground in an agate mortar and pestle and were
uniaxially pressed to produce 1 in. diameter target. The target
was sintered at 1300 °C in air for 20 h with ramping rate of 3
°C/min. All ﬁlms with a thickness of about 20 nm were
deposited on single-crystal SrTiO3 (STO) (100) substrates
using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Highly epitaxial ﬁlms of
(100) orientation were obtained in all three sets of
compositions to avoid microstructural eﬀects on the
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we employed the DFT+U method within Dudarev’s approach58
accounting for the on-site Coulomb interaction in the localized
d orbitals, with an eﬀective U-J = 4 eV.30,59,60 All calculations
used a plane wave expansion cutoﬀ of 400 eV and included spin
polarization. Geometries were relaxed using a conjugate
gradient algorithm until the forces on all unconstrained
atoms were <0.03 eV/Å. The description of the surface
segregation energy calculation is presented in the Supporting
Information, and the same approach was reported in our recent
work on LSM.30
2.2.2. Analytical Models. Our DFT calculations for
segregation energy, Esegr, as described in Supporting Information, can only provide the total energetics upon dopant
segregation in the system. To quantitatively decouple each
contribution and to investigate if indeed Esegr can be described
as the sum of elastic energy, Eelastic, and electrostatic energy,
Eelectrostatic, we calculated each of the two interaction energies
from conventional analytical models. By this analysis, the
relative importance of the elastic and electrostatic interactions
to the segregation can also be evaluated.
2.2.2.1. Elastic Energy. One of the main driving forces of
dopant segregation in solid solutions is the relaxation of the
strain energy generated around dopant cations with sizes larger
or smaller than the host cation. An analytic model for the elastic
energy of a misﬁtting solute was proposed by Friedel61 and
used here to calculate the elastic energy of dopants in the
perovskite Manganite oxides.

were normalized by dividing cation intensity ratio at the
emission angle of 80° by that at the emission angle of 0°; e.g.,
[Ba/Mn]θ=80°/[Ba/Mn]θ=0° in case of the LBM ﬁlms. By
dividing cation intensity ratios obtained, we minimized the
possible quantiﬁcation errors, which arose from the diﬀerent
attenuation depths of diﬀerent binding energies of cations.
Second, all cation intensity ratios were presented with respect
to the as-deposited samples to compare the relative changes in
each cation composition as a function of temperature. This
ratio then provides the measure of dopant segregation at the
surface as a function of annealing. This series of normalization
procedures allows a direct comparison of the surface
segregation among the three sets of thin ﬁlms.
STM was employed to investigate the surface morphology
and electronic structure on the thin ﬁlms. The measurements
were performed in a modiﬁed UHV system (VT-STM,
Omicron Nanotechnology). Data were acquired in the
constant-current mode using etched Pt/Ir tips, with a sample
bias voltage of 1−2 V and a tunneling current of 10−50 pA.
The measurements were performed after sample cleaning at
500 °C for 1.5 h in ∼3 × 10−3 mbar of oxygen. The sample was
then cooled down to room temperature slowly in the same
oxygen pressure.
Ex situ X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) 2θ−ω scans were performed
to determine the crystal structure, the phase purity, and the
strain states of the thin ﬁlms. The measurements employed a
high-resolution four-circle Bruker D8 Discover diﬀractometer,
equipped with a Göbel mirror, four-bounce Ge(022) channelcut monochromator, Eulerian cradle, and a scintillation counter,
using Cu Kα1 radiation.
2.1.3. Annealing Conditions. The samples were annealed in
diﬀerent oxygen pressures as a function of temperature.
Samples annealed in air were subjected to a heating ramp
rate of 10 °C/min and maintained at the set temperature for 1
h in a tube furnace. After annealing at the desired temperature
for 1 h, the samples were cooled down to ∼300 °C with a
cooling ramp rate of 20 °C/min. The samples were then
directly transferred to the UHV chamber for subsequent XPS
analysis, preserving the surface states at elevated temperature
and minimizing the possible surface contamination. Separate
sets of samples were annealed for 1 h at each temperature in
lower oxygen pressures in the UHV chamber with the base
pressure of ∼1 × 10−6 mbar and ∼1 × 10−9 mbar. The XPS and
AES measurements were performed in ∼1 × 10−9 mbar for all
samples. XPS measurements on samples annealed in ∼1 × 10−9
mbar were performed in situ at high temperature. All other
measurements were performed upon cooling the samples.
2.2. Computational Methods and Models. Similarly to
the experimental model systems, the elastic energy diﬀerences
were introduced by varying the dopant size with respect to the
host cation while keeping the same charge state. LaMnO3 and
SmMnO3 were used as the host lattice and Ca, Sr, and Ba as the
dopants (see Table 1). Electrostatic energy diﬀerences were
introduced by constructing seven diﬀerent models with varying
distribution of charged oxygen vacancies and A-site cation
vacancies.
2.2.1. DFT Calculations. We performed plane wave DFT
calculations using the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP).55 We employed the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) parametrized by Perdew and Wang56 along with
the projector augmented wave (PAW) method57 to describe
the ionic cores. To avoid the self-interaction errors that occur in
the traditional DFT for strongly correlated electronic systems,

Eelastic =

24πGKrarb(ra − rb)2
3Kra + 4Grb

(1)

where K is the bulk modulus of the solute, G is the shear
modulus of the solvent, and ra and rb are the cation radii of the
solute and solvent species, respectively. The equation was
deduced from the continuous linear elasticity for the elastic
energy released when an odd-sized atom is transferred from the
bulk onto the strain-free surface of the alloy. It was originally
developed for metal solid solutions,61 but has also been used to
predict an elastic strain energy contribution to the enthalpy of
segregation for oxide solutions.39−41 Eq 1 has the advantage of
simplicity to estimate the elastic energy, but it has some
limitations. First, it can only be applicable to dilute solutions.
Second, the lattice strain due to the size mismatch should be
fully relaxed when a larger dopant segregates to the surface.
To systematically induce elastic energy diﬀerences in our
computational model, we varied the radius of selected dopant
cations with respect to the host cation on the A-site as shown in
Table 1. In eq 1, we used Shannon’s ionic radii52 that describes
the physical size of ions in a solid, considering the coordination
number and spin state. Among the pairs of dopants and hosts
we examined, Ba dopant in SmMnO3 has the maximum size
diﬀerence, +29.8%, while Ca dopant in LaMnO3 has the
minimum size diﬀerence, −1.5%. As shown in Table S1, the
bulk (shear) modulus for each dopant (host) was calculated in
a bulk molecular unit, AMnO3 (A = La, Sm, Ca, Sr, and Ba),
using DFT. For the modulus calculations, we employed the
stress−strain approach62 to directly calculate the stress tensor.
Once the stress tensor components were computed, the elastic
constants matrix was derived, from which we obtained the bulk
and shear moduli.
2.2.2.2. Electrostatic Energy. The charge interactions
between the dopants, the oxygen and cation vacancies, and
the polar surfaces were considered as another important driving
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force to cation segregation on the perovskite oxides. Here ﬁrst
we justify how oxygen vacancies at the surface can contribute to
the electrostatic attraction of the A-site dopants to the surface,
based on the presence of a positively charged surface and a
space charge zone. Formation energy of oxygen vacancies is
typically smaller at the surface compared to the bulk of oxides,
including that on the LaMnO3.63−65 For example, approximately 106 times higher vacancy concentration at the surface
than in the bulk was predicted for La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 under typical
SOFC operating conditions of pO2 = 1 atm and 1173 K.6 In the
doped manganites, formation of oxygen vacancies (that are
positively charged) upon reduction of the material is associated
with electron release into the material. If electrons are localized
on the transition metal (Mn in LaMnO3), then they
signiﬁcantly contribute to electrostatic interactions. By performing Bader charge analysis upon DFT calculations, we conﬁrmed
that in our models, electrons localize at the Mn cation upon
creation of an oxygen vacancy, as expected. If the created
oxygen vacancies and localized electrons stay together at the
surface layer, making an electroneutral surface, they would
contribute no net electrostatic attraction to charged dopant
defects. However, an increase of oxygen vacancies at the surface
layer makes a “positively charged surface” on the mixed ionic
electronic conducting (MIEC) oxides,27 similar to those
studied in our calculations. Such positively charged surface is
then accompanied by a decrease of oxygen vacancy
concentration and an increase of electrons beneath the surface
in the diﬀuse space charge layer (associated with a positive
space charge potential).27,66,67 This conﬁguration of a “positive
surface”, and “the electrons (negative) being more in the space
charge zone beneath the surface”, would further contribute to
the electrostatic attraction of the negatively charged dopant
defect (Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+ on the La3+-site) to the surface and its
repulsion from beneath the surface. Consequently, under all
conditions where the surface is positively charged and
accompanied by electrons localized in the space charge layer
beneath the surface, the MIEC surface would electrostatically
attract the negatively charged dopant defects. The spatial extent
and strength of the space charge zone depends on the material,
e.g., more extensive on SrTiO3 compared to that on heavily
doped manganites whose Debye screening length (∼1 nm)68 is
shorter than that of SrTiO3.
All dopants used here, Ca, Sr, and Ba have a formal charge of
+2, while the hosts have +3 charge. The oxygen vacancies have
a formal charge of +2, and the A-site (Ln) cation vacancies have
−3 charge state.49,69 Assuming that LnMnO3 is purely ionic, we
calculated electrostatic energy by Coulomb’s law as below:
Eelectrostatic =

∑−

and in the bulk. This approach then resembles the generalized
Born (GB) method,72 taking into account at least partially the
screening imposed by other atoms than the two point charges.
A more accurate GB method could be used here to improve the
precision of the calculated electrostatic energy contribution to
the total segregation energy.
The DFT models used in our simulations are limited in size
(an inherent limitation of DFT beyond our work), and thus, we
cannot capture explicitly the space charge zone described
above. Instead, we impart the electrostatic energy diﬀerences by
varying the distribution of oxygen and A-site cation vacancies in
the DFT model (Figure 1). In this way, we also generalize the
role of electrostatic interactions in cation segregation regardless
of the strength of space charge in a given composition. Seven
models were constructed with diﬀerent conﬁgurations of
oxygen and cation vacancies through the thin ﬁlm models.
While at the low oxygen pressure, the concentration of oxygen
vacancies dominates, and in the high oxygen pressure range, Asite cation vacancies are expected to be dominant over the
oxygen vacancies in these compounds.73,74 Furthermore, A-site
deﬁcient perovskites were often intentionally synthesized to
attain better interface stability and performance.75−77 In Figure
1, the models are listed in the order of increasing attractive
interaction to the dopant at the surface. For example, in model
1, a surface cation vacancy (of charge −3) repels the dopant on
the A-site (of charge −1) from the surface. In addition, an
oxygen vacancy (of charge +2) near the dopant in the bulk
attracts the dopant. As a result, the dopant prefers to remain in
the bulk. On the other hand, in model 7, a surface oxygen
vacancy attracts the dopant. Simultaneously, a cation vacancy
near the dopant in the bulk prefers the host cation relative to
the dopant cation. Therefore, segregation of the dopant to the
surface is very favorable due to the combination of the
attractive interaction toward the surface and the repulsive
interaction from the bulk. Although we cannot consider every
possible conﬁguration of defect distributions here, these models
can describe a trend in the interaction between the dopant and
charged vacancies in the context of segregation: model (2) a
cation vacancy at the surface; (3) an oxygen vacancy in the
bulk; (5) an oxygen vacancy at the surface; (6) a cation vacancy
in the bulk; (1) the combination of (2) and (3); and (7) the
combination of (5) and (6). There is a dopant in the bulk
without any vacancies in model 4, which is assumed to
represent the segregation purely due to elastic strain energy and
surface polarity.

Q 1Q 2
4πεR12

(2)

where Q1 and Q2 are two charges separated by a distant R12 in a
medium of dielectric constant ε. We took ε0 = 56.17ε0
caculated by Islam et al.70,71 as a static dielectric constant of
LnMnO3, where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. From this
equation, it is expected that a surface oxygen vacancy of formal
charge +2 attracts the dopant that substituted the host (this
complex has a formal charge of −1), driving the dopant toward
the surface on the host sublattice. We considered the sum of
the charge interactions between a dopant and all the ions (La,
dopant, Mn, and O) within the separation distance between the
two charged defects we modeled in Figure 2, not just the
interaction between the two point charge defects at the surface

Figure 1. Seven models to represent diﬀerent electrostatic interactions
that are induced by controlling the distribution of charged oxygen and
cation vacancies in DFT and analytical models. The blue sphere
represents the dopant. Cation vacancy, V///
Ln , has a formal charge of 3−,
··
and the defect complex of dopant D+2 in V///
Ln has 1− charge, while Vo
has 2+ charge state. The numbering from 1 to 7 is in the order of
increasing attractive electrostatic force to the dopant at the surface.
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Figure 2. (a) AFM amplitude images of the Ba-, Sr-, and Ca-doped LaMnO3 thin ﬁlm surfaces as a function of annealing temperature. Each column
represents the surface morphology after annealing in air for 1 h at the temperatures stated on the top. Each row represents the surface morphology of
LBM, LSM, and LCM. (b) The volume per unit area of the surface particles, calculated from the AFM images, as a function of annealing temperature
for LCM, LSM, and LBM.

3.1. Experimental Results. 3.1.1. Heterogeneous Surface
Structure upon Dopant Segregation Correlates with Dopant
Size. First we report the surface structure upon annealing in air
(high oxygen pressure) as a function of temperature. Doped
LaMnO3 ﬁlm surfaces showed substantial structural changes
upon thermal annealing at elevated temperatures in air, with a
clear dependency on the size mismatch between the dopant
and host cations. Figure 2a shows the surface morphology of
doped LaMnO3 ﬁlms as a function of annealing temperature
(shown at selected temperatures) obtained by tapping mode
AFM. As-deposited ﬁlm surfaces were very uniform and smooth
with an RMS roughness of <1 nm. Annealing at high

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We ﬁrst present our experimental results which show that: 1)
the smaller dopant (Ca) segregates less and maintains a more
uniform surface structure compared to the larger cations Sr and
Ba (elastic eﬀect), and 2) the low oxygen pressure reduces the
extent of dopant segregation due either to the chemical
expansion of the lattice (elastic eﬀect) and/or a reduction of
the space charge (electrostatic eﬀect) in the doped LaMnO3
ﬁlms. Next, we computationally assess the dopant segregation
quantitatively, explain the governing mechanisms in our
experimental ﬁndings on LaMnO3 surface, and extend
predictively to other materials, in particular the SmMnO3.
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temperatures, however, induced structural changes in the form
of surface particles on the ﬁlm, and the extent of these
structural changes followed the order of the size mismatch
between the dopant and host cations. Later we will show that
these particles are made of dopant-oxides. For LBM ﬁlms, the
surface particles appeared by 430 °C and grew larger and higher
upon annealing at higher temperatures. For LSM ﬁlms, they
appeared by 630 °C and grew larger with annealing
temperature similarly to LBM ﬁlms. For LCM ﬁlms, in
contrast, no structural change was found up to 830 °C within
the AFM resolution. The temperature at which the particle
formation was observed, and the dimension of these surface
particles suggests that the LBM ﬁlms are most active to form
such surface phases, followed by LSM and LCM ﬁlms.
Furthermore, the actual amount (volume) of rearranged cations
in the form of surface particles also followed the order of the
size mismatch. Figure 2b shows the volume of the surface
particles per projected unit area (calculated from the AFM
images taking into account both the areal size and height
proﬁles) as a function of annealing temperature. The volume of
surface particles was the largest on LBM ﬁlms, followed by
LSM, and none for LCM. We note that the size mismatch
between the dopant and host cations on the A-site follows the
same order, the largest for Ba and the smallest for Ca. This
correlation suggests that the elastic energy diﬀerence in the
system due to the dopant-host cation size mismatch plays an
important role in cation rearrangements at the surface; the
larger size mismatch drives cation segregation more actively
toward the surface to minimize the elastic energy in the system
and ultimately form the surface phases. All the chemical analysis
presented in the following sections support this argument.
3.1.2. Heterogeneous Surface Chemistry upon Dopant
Segregation Correlates with Dopant Size. The changes in
surface chemistry, concurrently with the structural changes
presented above, were also found to be signiﬁcant and
correlated strongly with the size mismatch between the dopant
and host cations. Figure 3 shows the normalized cation
intensity ratios from the near-surface region of the doped
LaMnO3 thin ﬁlms with the three dopants. The detailed
quantiﬁcation and normalization process was described in
Section 2.1.2. Dopant-to-Mn (D/Mn) ratios increased with the
annealing temperature (Figure 3a). The chemical changes upon
annealing were larger with the larger size mismatch between the
dopant and host cations, consistently with the structural
changes observed by AFM. LBM ﬁlms (the largest size
mismatch) showed the greatest increase in D/Mn ratios,
followed by LSM ﬁlms. LCM (the smallest size mismatch) ﬁlms
showed the smallest extent of dopant segregation at the surface.
The observed dependency of structural and chemical changes
on the size mismatch among the A-site cations substantiates
that the elastic energy minimization plays a key role in cation
rearrangements as a driving force. However, clearly the size
mismatch is not the only player, because even Ca was found to
enrich at the surface despite the fact that its size deviates from
La only a very small fraction. Moreover, Figure 3b shows that
the dopant-to-La (D/La) ratios also increased with annealing
temperatures similarly to the behavior of D/Mn ratios in Figure
3a. The increase of D/Mn and D/La ratios concurrently with
the appearance of surface particles indicates that these surface
particles are mainly composed of the dopant cations. The highresolution analysis of the core level photoemission spectra of
the dopant cations with diﬀerent emission angles was
performed to enable a quantitative analysis of the chemical

Figure 3. Normalized cation intensity ratios quantiﬁed by AR-XPS and
AFM as a function of annealing temperature. (a) D/Mn and (b) D/La
ratios.

environment as a function of depth from the ﬁlm surface in a
nondestructive way.1,30 This analysis helps to deduce if the
dopant segregation is associated with a secondary phase
formation or if it takes place on the perovskite-terminated
lattice. The concomitant increase of surface components with
the total increase of dopant content at the surface indicates that
the segregated dopant may form a nonperovskite coordination
at the surface (see Figures S3 and S4).
Formation of dopant-enriched secondary phases, which was
inferred from the analysis in Figures S3 and S4, was further
supported by subsequent localized measurements of chemical
composition using AES. Figure 4a−d shows the elemental maps
on LBM ﬁlms annealed at 830 °C. Brighter color represents
higher intensity of each element. A higher concentration of Ba
and lower concentrations of La and Mn were found in the
surface particles. Figure 4e,f shows the localized chemical
intensity ratios acquired on top of surface particles (solid
markers) and away from those phases (open markers). A
signiﬁcantly higher concentration of Ba in surface particles was
found compared to that on the as-deposited ﬁlms, substantiating that these particles are mainly composed of Ba in secondary
phases. Away from those phases, however, the concentration of
Ba was lower than that on the as-deposited ﬁlms, indicating the
depletion of Ba on those regions. From this we conclude that
the dopant cations separate out from the near-surface region,
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Figure 4. (a) SEM image on the annealed LBM ﬁlms, and AES elemental maps deduced from (b) Ba MNN, (c) La MNN, and (d) Mn LMM. Point
spectra on top of surface particles (solid markers) and away from surface particles (open markers): (e) normalized cation intensity ratio in full scale,
and (f) plot that is zoomed into the maximum intensity ratio of 10 from (e).

Figure 5. Cation intensity ratio maps on the three ﬁlms after annealing at 800 °C for 1 h. (a) Ba/Mn on LBM, (b) Sr/Mn on LSM, and (c) Ca/Mn
on LCM.

phases existed on LCM ﬁlms. This behavior is consistent with
the AFM analyses of surface particles in Figure 2. D/Mn ratios
show that the dopant enrichment at the surface is the highest
on LBM ﬁlms and the least on LCM ﬁlms, consistently with the
AR-XPS analyses shown in Figure 3.
From the structural and chemical analysis presented thus far,
we conclude that: (1) the size mismatch between the dopanthost cations contribute signiﬁcantly to the segregation of the
dopant cations and secondary phase formation at the surface;
(2) the larger size mismatch results in more cation rearrangements; and (3) dopant cations separate out more actively than
the host cation to form dopant-rich secondary phases that are
distributed heterogeneously at the surface. This dependency on
the size mismatch substantiates that the elastic energy
minimization plays an important role in cation rearrangements
as a driving force. The larger ionic radius of the Ba2+ and Sr2+
than the La2+ ions is associated with larger lattice distortions
compared to that with Ca2+. The elastic energy in the doped
LaMnO3 ﬁlms is minimized, and a thermodynamic equilibrium
is reached by pushing the misﬁt dopants to the surface and

cluster, and form the surface phases with a heterogeneous
distribution, causing the depletion of dopant cations away from
the surface particles. This behavior is similar to the Sr
segregation structure that we found on LSC ﬁlms in our
prior work.1 The LSM ﬁlm surfaces in this work also behaved
similar to the LBM ﬁlmsagglomeration of Sr to form the
surface particles and depletion of Sr on the rest of ﬁlm surface
(see Figure S5). The LCM ﬁlms, however, showed no
noticeable formation of surface particles after annealing up to
830 °C, as shown in Figure 2.
We now turn our attention to the dependence of the
geometry and chemistry of the surface heterogeneities on the
dopant size. Figure 5 compares the D/Mn intensity ratios
deduced from AES maps on the three ﬁlms after annealing at
830 °C in air for 1 h. LBM and LSM ﬁlms showed formation of
surface particles that were secondary phases with dopant
enrichment in them, while LCM ﬁlms showed a uniform
distribution of cations. Lateral dimension of these surface
phases reveals that they were the largest on LBM ﬁlms and that
no noticeable formation of such heterogeneous secondary
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Figure 6. Normalized cation intensity ratios from point analyses using AES on (a) LBM and (b) LSM ﬁlms. Surface morphology of LBM ﬁlms after
annealing at (c) 830 °C in 760 Torr, (d) 850 °C in 1 × 10−6 Torr, and (e) 800 °C in 1 × 10−9 Torr. Surface morphology of LSM ﬁlms after
annealing at (f) 830 °C in 760 Torr, (g) 850 °C in 1 × 10−6 Torr, and (h) 800 °C in 1 × 10−9 Torr.

relieving the accumulated strain in the ﬁlm during annealing.78
The relatively higher chemical stability of the Ca-doped
LaMnO3 ﬁlm surface can then be ascribed to the relatively
small size of Ca2+ that is very close to the size of La2+. Thus, it is
easier to accommodate Ca2+ in the bulk LaMnO3 compared to
the Ba2+ and Sr2+ cations. Indeed, the Ca-doped LaMnO3 ﬁlms
showed a relatively smaller amount of dopant segregation, but
there still existed Ca enrichment at the surface at elevated
temperature despite its matching size to La2+. This is where the
electrostatic interaction must also be taken into account.
3.1.3. Oxygen Pressure Aﬀects the Dopant Segregation
via Lattice Parameter and Charged Defect Distribution. We
hypothesized that the elastic and electrostatic energy
minimization together are responsible for describing the
aforementioned cation rearrangements at the surface at elevated
temperature. Here we provide another parameter, the oxygen
pressure, as a means to deduce partially the eﬀect of the elastic
and electrostatic interactions of the dopants with the surface.
The quantitative assessment of the contribution of the elastic
and electrostatic energy to the cation rearrangements will be
discussed with the theoretical and computational results in the
Section 3.2 in detail.
By varying oxygen partial pressure, we impact the material
structurally by expanding or contracting the oxide ﬁlms, by the
so-called ‘chemical expansivity’ phenomenon78−82 (associated
with the elastic energy) and chemically by altering the
distribution of charged point defects and localized electrons
(associated with the electrostatic interaction). First, the oxygen
pressure during annealing changes the lattice parameters of
perovskite oxide ﬁlms: the higher oxygen pressure incorporates
oxygen into the lattice and contracts the lattice, while the lower
oxygen pressure expands the lattice upon oxygen loss.78,83−85

The changes in the lattice parameter directly couple to the
elastic energy of the thin ﬁlms as the driving force for cation
rearrangements. Second, because the formation energy of
oxygen vacancies is typically smaller at the surface compared to
the bulk of oxides,63,64 a high concentration of oxygen vacancies
is expected on the top surface compared to bulk. Beneath the
positively charged surface of a mixed ionic electronic conductor
oxide, a space charge layer can exist with an increase in electron
concentration. By decreasing the oxygen pressure and reducing
the doped Manganite ﬁlms, the electronic charge carrier density
increases, and thus the Debye screening length would decrease.
Therefore, one can expect a decrease in the spatial extent and
strength of the space charge region in reducing conditions.
Such changes in the redistribution of positively charged oxygen
vacancies and negatively charged electrons couple to the
electrostatic energy.
To assess the eﬀects of oxygen pressure during annealing on
the surface chemistry and structure, three oxygen pressures
were considered, 760 Torr (air), 1 × 10−6 Torr, and 1 × 10−9
Torr. Normalized cation intensity ratios were acquired by a
point analysis of AES on top of surface phases (or from the
background ﬁlm surface if no secondary features existed). The
extent of dopant segregation was found to be largest for thin
ﬁlms annealed in air (760 Torr) and to decrease with
decreasing oxygen pressure, as shown by the D/Mn and D/
La ratios in Figure 6a,b for the LBM and LSM ﬁlms,
respectively. The changes in surface morphology (Figure 6c−
h) were the largest after annealing in the highest oxygen
pressure, while no noticeable changes were observed in the
lowest oxygen pressure. Combined structural and chemical
investigation clearly demonstrates the eﬀects of the oxygen
pressure during annealing: the higher oxygen pressure drives
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Figure 7. High-resolution XRD patterns with out-of-plane lattice parameters at each process step of (a) LBM, (b) LSM, and (c) LCM ﬁlms. Black,
red, and blue lines represent the as-deposited, annealed in 760 Torr, and annealed in 1 × 10−9 Torr, respectively. (d) Out-of-plane lattice parameters
of three ﬁlms at each process step as a function of pressure.

(as-deposited, annealed in 760 Torr, and annealed in 1 × 10−9
Torr). The lattice parameters decreased after annealing in the
high oxygen pressure due to oxygen incorporation into the
lattice and increased after annealing at low oxygen pressure due
to oxygen loss from the lattice. The out-of-plane lattice
parameter of the as-deposited ﬁlms (e.g., 3.993 Å for LBM)
being higher than that of the bulk (e.g., 3.891 Å for LBM)
showed that the ﬁlms were oxygen deﬁcient. It is known that
manganite ﬁlms prepared by PLD are usually oxygen deﬁcient
with larger out-of-plane lattice parameters.85,88,89 After
annealing at 830 °C in 760 Torr, the out-of-plane lattice
parameter decreased (e.g., to 3.883 Å from 3.993 Å for LBM).
Annealing in the high oxygen pressure oxidizes Mn3+ to Mn4+
upon oxygen incorporation, resulting in the decrease of the outof-plane lattice parameter.89−91 After annealing at 800 °C in 1
× 10−9 Torr, in contrast, the out-of-plane lattice parameter
increased (e.g., to 4.007 Å from 3.993 Å for LBM). At the low
oxygen pressure, the oxygen vacancy formation in the ﬁlms
reduces Mn4+ to Mn3+, resulting in an expansion of lattice unit
cell.78,85,88−91 The in-plane lattice parameters were expected to
remain constant upon annealing because of the epitaxial
coherency to the substrate.85 The changes in the out-of-plane
lattice parameters directly aﬀected the volume in the ﬁlms and,
hence, the elastic strain energy in the system. This directly
levers the tendency to cation rearrangements at the surface.
Decrease in the out-of-plane lattice parameters upon annealing
in 760 Torr (or upon oxygen uptake) drives the cations to
segregate toward the surface to minimize the elastic energy in
the system. Annealing in 1 × 10−9 Torr, however, increased the

cations more toward the surface with segregation and
secondary phase formation. Note that the dependency of
cation rearrangements on the size mismatch among the hostdopant cations was still prevalent in the diﬀerent oxygen
pressures. After annealing in 1 × 10−6 Torr oxygen, e.g., LBM
ﬁlms showed sizable changes in the chemistry and structure at
the surface, while LSM ﬁlms did not show any discernible
changes at or below 1 × 10−6 Torr.
This dependency of surface segregation on oxygen pressure
found on the LBM, LSM and LCM ﬁlms in this work was
similar to that found on La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3,86 whose
underlying reasons were not presented before. We make
another analogy here to a recent result reported on the eﬀect of
electrochemical potential on the Sr segregation on
La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3±δ thin ﬁlm model electrodes.87 In that
work, cathodic polarization (reducing condition) was found to
decrease the strontium surface concentration, while anodic
polarization (oxidizing condition) increased the strontium
accumulation at the electrode surface. However, the underlying
mechanisms were not clariﬁed.
As noted above, there are two possible mechanisms that we
hypothesized, by which the lower oxygen pressures can impact
the surface dopant segregation: via the chemical expansion of
the lattice and via the change in the concentration and
distribution of oxygen vacancies. In support of the ﬁrst,
substantial changes of the out-of-plane lattice parameters were
found as a function of oxygen pressure. Figure 7 shows the
high-resolution XRD patterns for the LBM, LSM, and LCM
ﬁlms with out-of-plane lattice parameters at each process step
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Figure 8. Surface segregation energies of Ca, Sr, and Ba dopants on (a) LaMnO3 and (b) SmMnO3 surfaces within the diﬀerent electrostatic
interaction models (1−7) described in Figure 1. Recall that the electrostatic attraction of the dopant to the surface increases from models 1 to 7. (c)
Esegr for model 4 on LaMnO3 and SmMnO3 as a function of Rdopant − Rhost. The model 4 is illustrated in the inset.

defects to the surface. The second hypothesis is based on the
lattice expansion in reducing conditions. The observed lattice
expansion of these manganite ﬁlms in the low oxygen pressure
(recall Figure 7) is substantial. Such a large chemical expansion
(keeping the dopant cations in the bulk lattice) can dominate
even if there were an increase of electrostatic attraction to the
dopant cations and suppress the cation segregation tendency at
the surface in low oxygen pressure. In this experiment, we have
direct experimental proof for the chemical expansion eﬀect, and
we believe that one to be the dominant mechanism reducing
the segregation at the lower oxygen pressures that we surveyed.
We excluded the possibility that the lower formation
enthalpies of oxides and/or carbonates cause the diﬀerent
tendency to cation rearrangements. The standard formation
enthalpies of bulk oxides and carbonates, however, provide no
evidence to describe the observed trends in cation rearrangements (Table S2). Furthermore, the surface carbonate phases,
including BaCO3, SrCO3, CaCO3, La2(CO3)3, and MnCO3,
could be excluded on our samples due to the absence of a C 1s
peak corresponding to the carbonate signature at temperatures
above 500 °C (Figure S7). Lastly, when independent samples
were annealed in pure O2, the formation of secondary phase
particles and the substantial increase in the D/Mn and D/La
ratios at the surface were found again (Figures S8 and S9), very
similar to the ﬁlms annealed in air reported here. This similarity
substantiates that the secondary phase formation involves
mainly O2 and not CO2. As a result, we deduce that the
secondary phases at the surface were dopant-enriched oxides
and/or hydroxides rather than dopant-enriched carbonates.
3.2. Computational Results. As discussed above, it is
diﬃcult to quantitatively separate out the structural and
chemical eﬀects of the oxygen pressure on the dopant
segregation at the surface in experiments, while both eﬀects
can play a signiﬁcant role. However, we turn now to
computational results to show explicitly that charged defect
interactions also play an important role in the segregation of
dopants and explain quantitatively the concerted role of both
the elastic and electrostatic energy on this phenomenon. We
note that the space charge eﬀects described above are beyond
the size scales that can be captured by DFT models currently.
Therefore, we assessed the eﬀect of charged defect distribution
from the surface to the bulk of the LnMnO3 ﬁlms using
hypothetical models without having to constrain the nearsurface conﬁguration as a space charge. In this way, we also
generalize the role of electrostatic interactions in cation

out-of-plane lattice parameters. Such chemically expanded
lattice provides more space to accommodate the larger dopant
cations in the bulk lattice, reducing the dopant elastic energy
and suppressing the dopant segregation at the surface.
In relation to the second mechanism by which oxygen
pressure can aﬀect dopant segregation, we provide the
following discussion. Annealing at high temperatures reduces
the oxide ﬁlm and creates oxygen vacancies. The concentration
and distribution of created oxygen vacancies depend on the
oxygen pressure during the annealing. Approximately 106 times
higher vacancy concentration at the surface than in the bulk
(10−3 on surface and 10−9 in bulk) was predicted for
La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 under typical SOFC operating conditions at
pO2 = 1 atm and 1173 K.63 Such higher concentration of
oxygen vacancies at the top surface form a positive core
compared to the bulk of the ﬁlm. The space charge eﬀects with
a positive surface and a negative subsurface27,66,67 (discussed in
Section 2.2.2.2) results in a strong Coulombic attraction of the
dopant cations to segregate toward the surface (see Figure S6
and bottom right in Figure 12). Note that the width of this
space charge layer is expected to be narrow because of the short
(∼1 nm) screening length for heavily doped LaMnO3.68
Annealing in the very low oxygen pressures (10−6 to 10−9
Torr), on the other hand, creates a large concentration of
oxygen vacancies throughout entire thickness of the oxide ﬁlms
because of the reduction in the free energy of vacancy
formation at the low oxygen chemical potential. Furthermore,
the concentration gradient of oxygen vacancies when annealed
in the low oxygen pressures increases, e.g., going from 10−5 in
the bulk to 10−1 at the surface of La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 at pO2 = 10−9
atm and 1173 K.63 Therefore, we expected a greater segregation
of the dopant as the oxygen pressure decreases. However, we
observed the opposite: dopant segregation decreased signiﬁcantly with lowering the oxygen pressure in our experiments.
This can be attributed to two possible hypothesis: ﬁrst one
related to the weakening of the electrostatic driver, and the
second one related to the dominating extent of chemical
expansion discussed above. The ﬁrst can arise due to a change
in the distribution of localized electrons. By decreasing the
oxygen pressure and reducing the doped manganite ﬁlms, the
charge carrier density increases, and thus the Debye screening
length would decrease. Therefore, one can expect a decrease in
the spatial extent and strength of the space charge region
beneath the surface in reducing conditions and a weakening of
the electrostatic attraction of the negatively charged dopant
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Figure 9. Comparison of the DFT-calculated total segregation energy, Esegr, with the one calculated analytically as the sum of the elastic and
electrostatic energy. The green, red, blue and black lines denote the analytically calculated elastic energy, electrostatic energy, sum of electrostatic and
elastic energies, and DFT-calculated Esegr, respectively, as a function of models 1−7.

predictive extension of this behavior to SmMnO3 by our
calculations conﬁrm that indeed the elastic energy minimization
is an important contributor to dopant segregation on perovskite
oxides.
It is clear that the electrostatic interaction variation in our
models only depends on the distribution of oxygen and cation
vacancies. Therefore, it is independent of the size of the dopant
and host cations. We conﬁrm this by plotting the changes in
Esegr in Figure 8a,b relative to the Esegr of model 4 where there
are no charged vacancies. In this case, all the relative
segregation energies for each dopant converge approximately
into one line that is consistent with the electrostatic energy
obtained by Coulomb’s law for each defect conﬁguration (see
Figure S10). This result clearly demonstrates that the
electrostatic interaction of the dopant with the lattice defects
is also an important contributor to dopant segregation on
perovskite oxides.
3.2.2. Deconvoluting the Contributions of the Elastic and
Electrostatic Energy in Dopant Segregation. Our next goal is
to resolve quantitatively the contribution from the elastic and
electrostatic interactions to the dopant segregation at the
surface and to examine if indeed Esegr can be represented as the
sum of Eelastic and Eelectrostatic. As we noted in the previous
section, it has been impossible to entirely decouple these two
contributions experimentally, even when we varied the oxygen
pressure. For this purpose, we used the analytical models
(Section 2.2.2) to calculate both the elastic and electrostatic
energies and compared them to the DFT-calculated total
segregation energies. For each dopant, the elastic energy is
constant over the seven electrostatic models but strongly
depends on the size diﬀerence between the dopant and the host
cations. On the other hand, the electrostatic energy is shown
with the same red curve in Figure 9a−f as function of the type
of the defect conﬁguration model but independent of the

segregation regardless of the strength of space charge in a given
composition.
3.2.1. Dopant Segregation Driven by Elastic and Electrostatic Energy. Dopant segregation energy, Esegr, for the seven
electrostatic interaction models with the three dopants on both
LaMnO3 and SmMnO3 surfaces obtained from our DFT+U
calculations and eq S1 are shown in Figure 8a,b. For both
materials, two distinct trends are found: (1) the larger dopant
cation segregates more strongly toward the surface; and (2) the
model where the dopant experiences the larger electrostatic
attraction to the surface and the larger electrostatic repulsion
from the bulk shows a stronger tendency to enrich the dopant
at the surface. For model 4, where there are no charged defects
in the system, the negative segregation energy arises from the
elastic energy eﬀect as well as the electrostatic interaction of the
dopant with the polar surface49 on the LnMnO3 ﬁlms.
According to eq 1, elastic energy depends on the size diﬀerence
between the host and dopant cations. If we plot Esegr from the
DFT calculations for model 4 on each surface as a function of
Rdopant − Rhost, we observed an almost linear correlation
between them (see Figure 8c). For both the LaMnO3 and
SmMnO3 surfaces, therefore, the largest dopant, Ba (blue marks
and line in Figure 8a,b), introduces the largest elastic energy
into the system and, thus, is associated with a larger (negative)
segregation energy and strongest tendency to enrich at the
surface. The radius of Sm cation is smaller than that of La, and
this causes a larger size diﬀerence of the host with respect to the
dopants. Therefore, the segregation tendency of all three
dopants on the SmMnO3 surface was greater than that on the
LaMnO3. Importantly, we note that the predicted dependency
of the segregation energy on the dopant size was well consistent
with the surface chemical and structural analyses on the doped
LaMnO3 ﬁlms in our experiments, reported in Figures 2−6.
This consistency with the experimental results as well as the
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Figure 10. Migration energy barrier, Eb, of cation vacancies in (a) LaMnO3 and (b) SmMnO3 as a function dopant cation (size mismatch between
the dopant and host cations, Rdopant − Rhost) for diﬀusion of the dopant between each atomic layer from the surface into the bulk.

perovskite oxides without having to perform many of the
computationally expensive DFT calculations. For the diﬀerent
types of perovskite oxides, the elastic and electrostatic
contributions to the Esegr would vary. For example, LSC,
another widely studied SOFC cathode,28,95−97 is known to be a
relatively more elastic material than LSM with a Young’s
modulus (64.4 GPa for La0.8Sr0.2CoO3 at room temperature)98
smaller than that of LSM (129 GPa for La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 at
room temperature).99 LSC also reduces more easily to form
more oxygen vacancies at the surface compared to LSM,100
inducing larger electrostatic attraction to the dopants. We can
therefore expect that the elastic energy contribution to dopant
segregation on LSC is less, while the electrostatic energy
contribution is more compared to that on LSM.
3.2.2. Diﬀusion Kinetics of Dopant Cations. Sections above
discussed the driving forces to segregation in the context of
thermodynamics of this phenomenon. Kinetics of the unit
processes involved in the segregation is also important to
consider because at a given temperature and time, the surface
composition is an outcome of the combined eﬀects of
thermodynamics and kinetics. For this purpose, the diﬀusion
of segregating cations must be carefully considered. We
performed Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) calculations for cation
diﬀusion with the vacancy exchange mechanism for each
dopant and host cation in the bulk and near the surface of the
LnMnO3 system. The faster a cation diﬀuses, the quicker it can
enrich at the surface given a driving force to it to migrate to the
surface. Opposite to the results from the thermodynamic
driving role of the elastic energy (Section 3.2.1), the larger
cation was found to diﬀuse slower toward the surface with a
higher migration energy barrier (Figure 10). For example, Ba
dopant has ∼1.9 eV higher migration barrier than Ca both in
the bulk and at the surface of LaMnO3. This suggests that,
while Ba is more strongly driven to the surface due to elastic
energy minimization, its high migration barrier would lead to
slower segregation kinetics. At reduced temperatures, the
segregation process of the large cation may be kinetically
hindered.
Overall the migration barriers for these cations in the bulk of
the manganites were predicted to be large, ranging as ∼2.2−4.2
eV. The considerably large migration barrier of cation vacancies
in the bulk perovskite oxides was also reported in the literature;
calculated values of 3.93 eV in LaMnO3,101 4.70 eV102 or 4.52
eV103 in LaGaO3, and 4.00 eV in LaFeO3104 for La vacancy

dopant-host cation size mismatch. The two energy contributions are added (blue lines in Figure 9a−f) to compare them
with the DFT-calculated total Esegr (black line in Figure 9a−f).
Overall, the sum of two energy contributions was in reasonable
agreement with the DFT-calculated Esegr on both surfaces
within 0.16 ± 0.15 eV, which demonstrates that the elastic and
electrostatic energies are two important contributors to the
segregation phenomenon. Especially for the Ba dopant, the
agreement was seemingly very good within 0.01 ± 0.14 eV. For
Ca and Sr dopants, however, the sum of the two energy
contributions from the analytical models underestimated the
DFT-calculated Esegr by 0.24 ± 0.09 eV. Such deviation
between the DFT calculated Esegr and that calculated from the
elastic and electrostatic energy models among all compositions
is attributed to the possibility of other contributors, such as the
surface polarization eﬀect on manganites92−94 that we did not
explicitly assess. However, we emphasize that the surface
polarization eﬀect is inherently present in our DFT calculations.
This can be realized from the negative Esegr value even for
model 4 in Ca-doped LaMnO3, where no charged vacancies are
present and where the size of Ca and La is very close to each
other.
Inaccuracies in the analytical models are also among the
possible sources of the deviation between the DFT results and
the analytical model results. Friedel equation61 (eq 1) cannot
perfectly describe our system due to its limitations as noted
above; the dopant concentration in our model is not inﬁnitely
dilute, and due to the limited size of our supercell, the lattice
strain energy induced by the larger dopant would not be fully
relaxed upon the segregation. In addition, for elastic energy
calculations, we have used Shannon’s ionic radii that are valid
for purely ionic systems; on the other hand, the perovskite
systems that we deal with here are not fully ionic. For
electrostatic energy, Coulomb’s law (eq 2) was employed, but it
is also valid for the purely ionic materials. In spite of these,
Figure 9 clearly shows that the elastic and electrostatic energies
are major contributors to the segregation of dopant on the
LnMnO3 surfaces.
Based on the results in Figure 9, it is possible to predict the
segregation energy to a large extent simply by the sum of the
elastic and electrostatic energies that can be calculated from the
analytic models described in Section 2.2.2. Using these models
can make an eﬃcient route to estimate the trends in the
enhancement or depletion behavior of dopants on a range of
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Figure 11. Surface morphology of LSM ﬁlms after annealing at 830 °C in air (a) by AFM and (b) by STM. The imaging mechanism is illustrated
schematically (c) for AFM and (d) for STM. The dashed line represents the tip trajectory; h represents the true separation distance between the tip
and the sample in AFM imaging; and iT represents constant tunneling current that is maintained by varying the separation distance if the surface is
electronically heterogeneous.

diﬀusion, and experimental activation energy of 4.98 eV in
LaCrO3105 and 3.32 eV in LaFeO3106 for La diﬀusion. This
range of values is consistent with our DFT results in Figure 10.
More importantly, we found that the migration barrier of these
cations was signiﬁcantly lower at the near surface (i.e., from the
ﬁrst subsurface layer to the surface) than in the bulk, by ∼1.5
eV on both the LaMnO3 and SmMnO3 considered here.
Speciﬁcally, we examined the change in the diﬀusion barrier of
cation vacancies as a function of distance from the surface. For
both materials, the cation migration was more facile as the
position was closer to the top surface. This is attributed to the
easier relaxation and ﬂexibility of the structure near the surface,
causing the dopant to migrate more easily than in the
bulk.107,108 As a result, the spatial extent of cation segregation
is expected to be limited to the near-surface region and is not
spread largely to the bulk of the material unless at very high
temperatures.
3.3. Implications to Electronic Properties and Electrochemical Activity. The heterogeneous chemistry observed at
the surface of the LBM and LSM ﬁlms upon dopant
segregation is expected to be associated with a heterogeneously
distributed electronic and electrochemical behavior at the
surface. Here we attempt to infer the impact of cation
segregation and phase separation on the ORR kinetics at the
cathode surface. Speciﬁcally, we investigated the correlation
between the chemical heterogeneity and the electron-transfer
properties at the surface by contrasting the images obtained
from two scanning probe techniques, AFM and STM. The
result is demonstrated for LSM in Figure 11 that shows the
surface image of LSM ﬁlms after annealing at 830 °C in air with
the two techniques. Interestingly, surface particles, which we
conﬁrmed to be secondary phases, appeared with similar lateral
dimensions and shapes but with opposite height contrast−
protrusions with AFM scanning (i.e., higher proﬁles compared
to the ﬁlm surface) and depressions with STM scanning (i.e.,
lower proﬁles compared to the ﬁlm surface). This contrast
originates from the diﬀerent sources for height proﬁle
information in these two techniques.109 AFM scanning is
associated directly with the true geometrical height. In contrast,
the STM scanning is associated with the density of states at
given bias voltage between the tip and the sample. Even if the

feature is geometrically protruding from the surface, it appears
depressed if the feature is less conducting or insulating
compared to the rest of the ﬁlm surface. This observation is
supported by the drastically diﬀerent energy gaps between the
pristine LSM ﬁlm and insulating SrO phases; 2.1−2.6 eV for
LSM ﬁlms from our previous work30,33 and 5.7−5.9 eV for
SrO.110 Therefore, this image contrast provides a direct
evidence that the secondary phases formed upon dopant
segregation are electronically more insulating than the rest of
the ﬁlm surface. Such insulating phases hinder the charge
transfer on the cathode surfaces, lowering the rate of oxygen
reduction on the cathode.1,34,111,112 Annealed LBM ﬁlm
surfaces also showed a similar contrast between the AFM and
STM images, presented in Figure S11.

4. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated that the dopant cations on the A-site
segregate toward the surface of the manganite-based perovskite
oxides to minimize the elastic energy due to a mismatch of the
dopant and host cation sizes and to minimize the electrostatic
energy due to the interactions between the dopant and the
charged defects at the surface and in the space charge zone near
the surface, in addition to the surface polarity eﬀects discussed
earlier.49 To systematically induce elastic energy diﬀerences in
the model system, LnMnO3, we varied the radius of the
selected dopants (Ca, Sr, Ba) with respect to the host cations
(La, Sm) while maintaining the same charge. In annealing
experiments, we varied the oxygen chemical potential, whose
expected impact is 2-fold: elastic energy via the chemical
expansion and the electrostatic interactions via the redistribution of charged defects near the surface. The integration of
XPS, AES, XRD, AFM, and STM in our approach enabled us to
characterize the extent of dopant segregation and structural
transformations at the surface of model dense thin ﬁlms. DFT
calculations and analytical models enabled us to interpret our
experiments, to quantitatively decouple the contributions of the
elastic and electrostatic energy to the segregation thermodynamics, and to assess the kinetics of dopant diﬀusion. We found
that the assessment of segregation energies based on the dopant
elastic energy and electrostatic energy is reasonably accurate
compared to the DFT results. This provides a practical means
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Figure 12. Illustration of the mechanisms that drive dopant segregation to the surface of LnMnO3.

expansion to be the dominant factor that suppresses the
segregation at the lower oxygen pressures. Segregation of Ba
and Sr induced a heterogeneous structure and chemistry at the
surface, in the form of dopant-oxides. Image contrast between
the topography recorded by AFM and STM revealed that these
surface chemical heterogeneities were electronically insulating.
Such insulating secondary phases at the surface are expected to
hinder the charge transfer in ORR on the cathode surface.
We believe that the mechanisms that we identiﬁed to govern
the cation segregation on the doped LnMnO3 ﬁlms are actually
applicable to a wider family of perovskite oxide surfaces. Both
the elastic and electrostatic interactions must be quantitatively
taken into account in assessing the surface segregation of
cations on this fascinatingly complex and technologically
important family of materials. Systematic investigation of
chemical, structural, and electrical impact of dopant segregation
on such systems is important for a range of applications,
including oxygen permeation membranes, batteries, magnetic
and ferroelectric materials as well as fuel cells. Further in-depth
studies on how these cation rearrangements correlate to the
electrochemical activity and stability under a broader range of
conditions is essential toward advancing our predictive
capabilities to design optimal SOFC cathode surfaces.

to predict and design perovskite oxide composition with
minimal detrimental eﬀects of cation segregation. Our ﬁndings
on the dopant segregation behavior are summarized in Figure
12.
A smaller size mismatch between the host and dopant cations
was found to suppress dopant segregation. In this study, the
least segregation at the surface was predicted computationally
for the Ca−La pair (the most for the Ba−Sm pair), and the
same was observed experimentally. The diﬀusion kinetics of the
larger dopants, Ba and Sr, was found to be slower and can
kinetically trap the segregation at reduced temperatures despite
the larger elastic energy driving force. Because the cation
migration was found to be more facile closer to the top surface,
the spatial extent of cation segregation is expected to be
enhanced in the near-surface region. The dopant segregation is
signiﬁcant at the high oxygen pressure and was found to
decrease in the low oxygen pressure at the same elevated
temperatures. This was attributed to two possible mechanisms.
First is the chemical expansion of the doped LaMnO3 in the
low oxygen pressures and contraction in the high oxygen
pressures. In the former, the bulk lattice expands to
accommodate the misﬁt large dopants and reduces the dopant
strain energy. Second is the change in the distribution of
charged species near the surface. In low oxygen pressure, the
space charge eﬀect is expected to decrease because of an
increase in the charge carrier density, weakening the electrostatic attraction of the dopant defects to the surface. We
demonstrated direct evidence of the chemical expansion/
contraction eﬀect on the cation segregation, using the lattice
parameters deduced from high-resolution XRD patterns as a
function of the oxygen pressure. We believe the chemical
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